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DVD's, WMV video download center, torrent, PTC play, torrent, porn videos, streaming, s, Sonysys, men, XXX, blue.Steam-powered two-cycle engine A steam-powered two-cycle engine is a type of internal combustion engine that runs on a mixture of gaseous fuel (usually compressed air) and liquid fuel (usually oil) produced by burning a fuel-rich mixture of the two fuels.
The steam engine uses steam from burning a fuel-rich mixture of the two fuels. The cycle is a closed cycle; the steam exhaust is the only discharge of waste product. Because of this, the steam engine is a potentially useful source of motive power. The steam engine has been used in airships and early submarines. Another type of internal combustion engine is the gasoline
engine. A cycle of combustion consisting of the mixture of gasoline and air is opened and closed by the piston. History Steam engines The first successful steam engines, led by Newcomen, used only air and water. James Watt's first prototype used coal and water but is now considered unreliable and inadequate. His first viable engine was the subsequent "Watt" engine which
used atmospheric air. Atmospheric air is richer in oxygen than air at sea level (19.8% in the case of pure oxygen, and 0.067% in the case of saturated air). The first successful steam-driven piston engine was built by Thomas Newcomen in 1712. It used pure steam. Such engines could be used to pump water out of mines, haul ships, pump out gunpowder and drive machinery.
Water was hard to come by in cities, where the solid waste product was used for various purposes. This led to the use of atmospheric air in the first successful large-scale industrial steam engines, as atmospheric air is cleaner and easier to obtain than pure steam. Air-driven Compression of air is achieved by a piston driven by expanding steam. In the case of early internal
combustion engine designs, steam was directly produced by the combustion of gasoline-oil, making the early engines steam-powered. In the case of the Otto engine, the expansion is performed by the expansion of the mixture of air-gasoline combustion gases. In the case of the diesel engine, expansion is performed by the expanding of the mixture of air-fuel (the fuel is
usually diesel, but it could be something else). Two-cycle
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